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Our environments are saturated with 
sensor-enable devices

Pervasive data science investigates 
what we can do with the data these 
devices produce
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to have an understanding of how the 
availability of devices varies and how it 
can be harnessed optimally.

Implications
The results demonstrate that the avail-
ability of devices oscillates over time 
and locations. Understanding changes 
in the number of available devices 
and, hence, the effect on stability, is 
critical for deciding how to optimally 
schedule collaborative tasks. Appli-
cations may succeed or fail in simi-
lar situations at different times. For 
example, applications that are mostly 
used during weekends and that rely on 

long-term collaboration are likely to 
fail, whereas applications that adapt 
the expected benefits of the tasks 
over time are more likely to succeed. 
Applications that are mostly used in 
specific locations need to make sure 
they are used at times of day where the 
expected collaboration patterns are 
high. For example, applications that 
are used primarily within a financial 
district can succeed during the day on 
weekdays but would be likely to fail 
during weekends as there would not 
be sufficiently many devices to form 
a stable collaboration group. The suit-
ability of tasks for different locations 

also varies; for example, train sta-
tions do not support tasks requiring 
stable groups with a long duration. As 
such, train stations are better suited 
for collaborative sensing rather than 
for collaborative computing tasks. 
Our results shed light on how these 
collaboration patterns vary over time 
and how the changes in stability need 
to be accounted to optimally harness 
collaboration.

The analysis also highlights how 
characteristics of individual colla-
borations largely have remained the  
same over time—which is to be exp-
ected because of the characteristics 
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FIGURE !. The selection of collaborators using CoMon: (a) CDF and (b) available collaborators. The selection of collaborators using 
COSINE: (c) CDF and (d) available collaborators.
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Figure 3: Countries colored by main clusters in the KL diver-
gence analysis (see Figure 2b).

To understand the degree at which this a↵ects our results,
Table 3 shows the degree of mobility for the 15 countries
with highest overall mobility. There results help to explain
some of the inconsistencies in the clustering of countries. As
an example, we observe 73% of measurements for Thailand
being contributed by people visiting other countries, with
Finland and Germany being the highest contributors. As there
is little mobility from countries neighboring Thailand, and
the visits are split among many countries with no clear main
contributor, we can safely conclude tourism to be the main
reason for Thailand to be associated with Western countries in
the dendrogram. Other countries where we can observe strong
tourism patterns include Estonia, Switzerland, and, to a lesser
degree, Portugal. We can also observe high degree of mobility
between neighboring countries within Europe, which further
enforces results about their closeness.

To summarize, our analysis shows that similarities between
countries, to a large degree, reflect geographical and cultural
boundaries. The few exceptions, most notably Thailand and
Brazil, result from of a combination of mobility, small sam-
ple population from the corresponding countries, and the data
collection app being only available in English, Finnish, and
Italian, potentially biasing data from these countries to expa-
triates and people visiting the country. Similarly, all countries
within the third main branch have relatively small sample-size
and high number of cross-country mobility, which are the most
likely reasons for lack of strong structure amongst them.

Influential Geographic and Cultural Factors
We next assess the relative importance of country information
and di↵erent demographic factors on app usage. As measure of
importance we consider information gain between the attribute
and application usage. We sort users’ application categories
alphabetically and view them as a vector of ones and zeros,
corresponding to the user having used that category, or not,
respectively. Thus, we can detect information gain for each
demographic factor and country against the category vectors.

Figure 4 presents attributes in the background questionnaire
sorted by their information gain. From the figure we can see
that country attribute has the highest information gain com-
pared to the other attributes. Indeed, the e↵ect of country is

Figure 4: Demographic attributes sorted by information gain
against application usage.

much higher than other features, such as age or gender. The
second highest contributors are demographic factors related
to socio-economic level, including occupation, education, sav-
ings and dept levels. Household size and gender had only
a modest relationship with app usage, suggesting that socio-
economic factors are more important in explaining mobile
app usage than common demographic factors. This observa-
tion is in-line with previous studies considering importance
of socio-economic factors in smartphone usage [26]. How-
ever, the e↵ect of country information has not been previously
established, and our results suggest it to be almost twice as
important than other attributes.

Association between Mobile Usage and Cultural Values
As we have shown, the country of the user has a significant
impact on mobile usage. Next, we examine whether the e↵ect
is cultural or purely demographic by considering the Value
Survey Model as a reference for cultural di↵erences. For
each of the six factors in VSM, we compute a di↵erence
matrix and correlate the entries of the matrix with app usage
similarity as given by KL divergence. Following the Mantel
test procedure, we calculate the Pearson correlation coe�cient
between the VSM factor matrices and our mobile usage matrix
using 100, 000 permutations of the order of countries. All the
VSM factors have a 0.3 - 0.4 correlation coe�cient with the
category use matrix, indicating intermediate correlation.

Next, we correlate application category and VSM factor pairs
separately to identify which relationships are significant. We
find power distance (indicates hierarchy in the culture) to have
a significant negative correlation (PDI ⇢ = �0.53) to the use of
Entertainment applications and other leisure related categories,
such as Travel and Local (PDI ⇢ = �0.42), Sports (PDI ⇢ =
�0.42), Health and Fitness (PDI ⇢ = �0.48), and Music and
Audio (PDI ⇢ = �0.53). These same categories are mostly
related to individualist cultures. Collectivist cultures, those
with higher power distance, and cultures considered feminine
seem to value family related categories, such as Family create
(IDV ⇢ = �0.46), Education games (PDI ⇢ = �0.33), Family
pretend (MAS ⇢ = �0.43), and Parenting (MAS ⇢ = �0.27).

Regarding other VSM factors, masculine cultures correlate
with high use of Personalization apps (MAS ⇢ = +0.38).
Long-term oriented cultures seem to prefer leisure-related

Analyzing/large scale use MobileHCI'18, September 3-6, Barcelona, Spain
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Improving Data 
Quality

Novel Mechanisms to 
Collect Data

Security and Privacy 
Considerations

System 
Challenges

For more information
Contact: Petteri Nurmi
petteri.nurmi@helsinki.fi
See: pds.cs.helsinki.fi
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